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1st MAY 2020 

 

 

1. Penwerris                                PA20/01689                                Mr P Alton 

    (Case Officer: Hayley Wray, 01872 224692 hwray@cornwall.gov.uk) 

    Non material amendment to decision PA19/05245 to add cladding to first floor of extension. 

    16 Frobisher Terrace Falmouth. 

 

    Recommend approval.  

 

2. Arwenack                                PA20/01948                                Mr Simon Ewart 

    (Case Officer: Laura Potts, 01872 224342 lpotts@cornwall.gov.uk) 

    Listed building consent to move gas meters from inside the cellar to an outside wall separate 

    From the main walls of the house. 

    Ground Floor Flat 39 Woodlane Falmouth. 

 

    Recommend approval.  

 

3. Boslowick                                  PA20/03452                                 Mr J Sheppard 

    (Case Officer: Hayley Wray, 01872 224692 hwray@cornwall.gov.uk) 

    Single storey rear extension. 

    Sunny corner 83 Polmennor Road. 

 

     Recommend approval.  

 

4. Penwerris                                   PA20/03523                                 Mr & Mrs Telling 

   (Case Officer: Hayley Wray, 01872 224692 hwray@cornwall.gov.uk) 

    Proposed garage and workshop 

    8 Tregothar Road Falmouth. 

 

    Recommend approval.  

 

5..  Arwenack                                  PA20/03698                                 Mr Downes 

    (Case Officer: Hayley Wray, 01872 224692 hwray@cornwall.gov.uk) 

    To reduce T1 (Bay) by approx 1 meter in height on roadside stems. Reduction works aim            

to encourage lower growth in more compact form reducing sail effect of slender stems.    

     Reduce clump on garden side into box hedge allowing more light into neighbours garden. 

     45 Woodlane Falmouth. 

 

     To reduce T2 (Pittosporum)by approx 2-3 meters height on roadside stems.  

      Reduction works aim to encourage lower growth in more compact form reducing sail effect  

      of slender stems. 
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     To reduce T3 (Holm Oak) by approx 3 meters all around. Reduction works aim   

     to manage tree in more compact form allowing neighbouring trees more room for   

     development. Remove 1 lower branch side suppressing Magnolia tree and crown raise small  

     diameter branches over pavement for suitable clearance.  

 

    To reduce T4 (Pittosporum) by approx 2 meters height to blend in with Holm Oak.          

    Reduction work aim to encourage lower growth in more compact form. 

     For information only. 

    

APPENDIX II 

 

1. Boslowick                                PA20/02561                                 Mr & Mrs Kitchen 

    (Case Officer: Hayley Wray, 01872 224692 hwray@cornwall.gov.uk) 

    Outline application for a new single storey 3-bedroom dwelling with landscaping reserved.  

    Gwelantyr Road from Silverdale Road to Swanpool via the west side of Swanpool. 

    saw Swanpool Falmouth. 

 

  Recommend refusal due to overdevelopment of the site, the oppressive impact of its height and 

mass in relation to the neighbouring property is overbearing and the loss of a tree which is 

subject to a Tree Preservation Order. 

             

2. Trescobeas                               PA20/03094                                Mr B & Mrs K Keay 

    (Case Officer: Laura Potts, 01872 224342 lpotts@cornwall.gov.uk) 

    Two storey extension to the rear of the existing property. 

    1 Woodmans Corner Trescobeas Road Falmouth. 

 

    Recommend refusal as this is overdevelopment of the site with a lack of amenity/garden 

space.   There are overlooking issues and loss of outlook to the neighbouring property. 

 

3. Trescobeas                               PA20/03131                                Mr B & Mrs Philips 

    (Case Officer: Hayley Wray, 01872 224692 hwray@cornwall.gove.uk) 

     Proposal for first floor extension and attic conversion, creating new single storey porch 

     And internal alterations. 

     4 Conway Road Falmouth.      

 

    Recommend refusal due to the poor design of the rear dormer. 

 

4. Trescobeas                               PA20/03371                                Mr T Brown 

    (Case Officer: Nigel Brabyn, 01872 224461 nbrabyn@cornwall.gov.uk) 

    Outline planning permission with all matters reserved for proposed one-bedroom bungalow. 

    2 Manor Crescent Falmouth. 
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 Recommend refusal as there is no design information nor drawings and the Design & Access 

statement comprises assertions which are not supported by any evidence. The site plan shows a 

very small and narrow site which could not support a residence with acceptable, space, access, 

parking or other amenity. 

 

5. Penwerris                                 PA20/03397                                Mr & Mrs Yarlett 

   (Case Officer: Ellis Crompton-Brown, 01872 224453 Ellis.Crompton-

brown@cornwall.gove.uk) 

    Proposed demolition of substandard garage and construction of car port/garage/workshop. 

    8 Erisey Terrace Falmouth. 

 

  Recommend support on condition that incidental use of the garden room is considered and that 

the amenities of the neighbouring properties are not adversely affected. 
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